
Statistics 300 Tue./Thu.
Quiz #16 7:00-8:50 p.m. Name:

(8 points: 12 minutes)
1. A random sample of 13 Zoologists has an avenage weight of 106 kg with a standard

deviation of 22k9. A random sample of 17 Physicists has an average weight of 100 kg
and a standard deviation of 24 kg. Use these results to construct a 95o/o confidence ,. \
intervaf for the difference between the mean weight of all zoologists and the mean ( *^ - ,f^ |weight of all physicists. (Assume that variation among weights is the same in both cases.) n O= - Up I
(You must include the algebraic expression for the test statistic as part of your answer.) \ - ' 
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2. A random sample of 16 Zoologists has an avenage
deviation of 28 kg. A random sample of 10 Physicists has an average weight of 100 kg
and a standard deviation of 2O kg. Use these results to test the claim that the mean
weight of all zoologists is more than 2 kg greater than the mean weight of all physicisp. z^ _Lweight of all zoologists is more than 2 kg greater than the mean weight of all physicisp. z^
(Assume that variation among the weights in each population may not be_ the same ) S- | q
(You must include the algebraic expression for the test statistic a; Rart o] Lo{ answer.) (

weight of all zoologists is more than 2 kg greater than the mean weight of all physicisp. z^ L I
(Assume that variation among the weights in each population may not be the same )R- | q_ + 4 I
(You must include the algebraic expression for the test statistic a; part of your answer.) ( = I )
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Statistics 300 Tue./Thu.
Quiz #16 7:00-8:50 p.m.

/  i  l ,
Name: i3o f t^tonA

(6 points: 10 minutes)
3. Some lawyers argue that police radar units are too variable to give reliable speed

values. Police laboratories test a new radar unit that is claimed to have lower variability,
and they compare its performance with an old unit. Use the test data to test the claim that
the variability of the new radar unit is less than the variability of the old one. The
readings from both units are normally distributed.
(Use a Type I error probability of 0.025.)
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Statistics 300 Tue./Thu.
Quiz #16 7:00-8:50 p.m.
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(8 points : 12 minutes)
4. You run a company that produces cans of mixed nuts labled "400 grams". A requirement of the

federal government is that the moisture content of the nub (as a group) cannot be more than
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four percent (4 grams water per 100 grams of nuts). You have two differegEwqyslqfeasure the
moisture content, called Method I and lttlethod 2. Use the data betow tole fmdiasflnuts to
make a 95% confidence interval for (pr - pz), the difference between the r$#or1il6t6od I and
the mean for Method 2. t t tt \r
(You must include the algebraic expression forthe Cl in ,o-u::1r.*", , t4r\,k: 
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Statistics 300 Tue.ffhu.
Quiz #16 7:00-8:50 p.m.

(8 points: 12 minutes)
5. You run a company that produces cans of mixed nuts labled "400 grams". A requirement of the

federal government is that the moisturc content of the nuts (as a group) cannot be more than
four percent (4 grams water per 100 grams of nuts). You have two different ways to measure the
moisture content, called Method 1 and Method 2. Use the data below to test the claim that 

" 
Z , 3 r

l r2isat least0.5gramsmorethanFr. (Leta =0. l0andassumetheyariancesforthemethodsaref '  (6,  +tr*)
not the same. You must include the algebraic expression for the test statistic as part of your answer.) 
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